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iN:fFiE EtrGNNNING

Tn lhe begrnnrng L\ as the word. and
Ithe word wrs with God and the word

was Cod. That is as apl a slan for an) thing
to do with Eugene Halliday as can be
imagined. The word in all its forms, the
Logos which is the manifestation of the
Creator God, this was the concept which
ruled his li{b. Except that it was more than a
concept, forhe had embodied it into his very
substance, and he was a living example of
its working. All his life he wrote, spoke,
listened to, the Word in all its myriad forms.

This Review is
intended to reflect and
comment upon the ]lfe
work of Eugene
Halliday, and to discuss
his ideas. "Not rry
ideas, but l,4e ideas,"
would be his reply to
this. He believed that
every man who sub-
stantialised a concept
g'ven to hrn] was
entitled to call that con-
cept his. in that he had
made it  l i is own. But
nevedheiess. the mode and clarity with
which our subject expounded univelsal
truths lent a logic to their expression which
I for one have never heard bettered.

Eugene Hailiday refused any definition
of himself except as sinply "adist". He
refered here to the Renaissance ideal ofthe
aftist as man himself, the measure of all
things and the microcosm of the
rnacrocosm. As in all things, Halliday
embod ied  t l ' e  Loncep l .  He  $as  a  pa in te r .
modeller, musician. dramatist. writer,
teacher, phiiosopher, poet and scientist. The

list is not definitive! Indeed, nothing about
Eugene Halliday could be defined with
certainty, for his talents seemed to deny the
limitation which definition implies. He
transcended all our definitions.

Those of you who knew Eugene
Halliday need no persuading ofhis genius.
Those ofour rcaders who come to him only
via this publication will, I am sure, frnd the
man in his words.

In the Review we will publish Halliday
writings which do not fit easily or obviously
into his Collected works. we will print
Halliday poems and pictures and we will be
happy to consider contributions from

readers strictly on the
theme of this Review.
(A maximum of 1500
tttords at the mohenl,
please, ancl far lote,
not monel!) We wtll
include youi views and
questions in a letter
page, (please keep
them as shorl as
possible, please!)and
we will be happy to
publish the t imes of
evenls. tneenngs ano
classes which are

linl(ed to the work ofEugene Halliday.

As the Review develops, there wil l ,  I
am sure, be other features ofinterest which
wil l  demand inclusion.

I rvill be very glad to hear from you,
and I hope you will feel able to recommend
the Halliday Review to olhers. The u,ider
the net the betterl In the meantime, welcome
to the f irst edit ion ofHR!

ln this issue

The Soul by ELrgene Halliday

Two Mantras by Donald S. Lord
So Easy by Monicah Downey

Success by Eugene Halliday
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Somethrng to Sieep On by E.FL
Poen by Davld Mahlowe
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A.bout orur cover picture

This was desjgned originally by EH as a theatre
programme. The figDre in the h€avens is the Creator
ofthc Tim€ Play, the Overseer ol rhe Creat Globe
Theat.e. His hair is the synbol of His hiearchical
power, flowing outwards in sreaming abundance to
constitule a world The curtains serve a dual purpos€

to hide aid to reveal. Thcy open to show lo the
initirte ihe secrets ofthe dilinedrama. They close to
Iide e$entials flom peripheraleyes. Thecurtalns also
divide the phy ofTime into !cts. Theirmovine folds
are another image oinovin8 power, like the flowin8
locks of God above. Nore that the dexler srde 1s
da.ker md stroneer in outline fian lhe sinister side.
This is to remind us ofthe polarised nature ofbe'ng
as male (dexter) and iemale (sinister). Ascftivere$
is rhe role ofthe nra1e. rccepti!iry that ofdre female.
The gre.t Globe of life c.nnol cxst rvitholt the
inreracrion ofdresc xvo. To prefer one lo dre other rs

The candleslre symbols oflhe Trinity which lights
thc procesres ofrhe World Drama lvnh force, fomr

We arc concerned in evtathinE \e rlo und dre

\rith the pnblen oJ saul . We tehd to use the \rotd
l . . , - l t .  oa l  r "h , rk  de!  ac . 'hdt  l t ,e t  neda ht  ,

This is \|hat EH said abo t the sou!

IIHE SOIL]L

by Euplene Ftralliday

et us say at once that man does not
,ave otpo.ue.s,r a soul as one may

l'nve or possess a tllngthat one may pick up
or put down at wiil. Man does not l1dve a
soul; he is a soul.

"And the Lord God formed man ofthe
dust of the ground, and breathed into his
nostrils the breath oflife; and man became
a living soul." These are the words in the
second chapter ofthe book ofGenesis, verse

seven. "Man became a living soul", not man
acquired a soul, as if man first existed
without a soul and was then given one.

Man L! a soul, that is. the spirit or
breath of life, inside a body made of the
"dusl ofthe ground". that rr. ofmaner. Man
is spirit and matter: spirit from God's
breathing into him the "brcath of life", and
matter from his physical body made ofthe
"dust ofthe ground".

When spirit enters into association with
matter in a body the spirit becomes a soul:
' 'and man became a l ivrng soul". Soul is
divrne spir i t  dwell ing in a material body

Within the material, physical body, the
embodied spirit, or soul, undergoes various
experiences. By these experiences the soul
becomes progressively more and more
aucre of i tself .r5 a polentral l) crealive
being, an image of the supreme creator,
God.

How does existence in a physical body
gr\e such expeflencel C physrcJl body is
made of the "dust of the ground". "Dust"

\a'as the ancient symbol for tlre tiny padicles
we call material atoms.

All physical bodies are made of
material atoms. Ail materiai atoms offer
resistance when force is applied to them
This resistance is the basis of the value of
the physical body to the soul. Only in the
presence ofresistance does the soul become
awarc ofitselfas a creative being.

Without resistance we would not be
conscious of ourselves as beings able to
apply forces, to expend energy to overcome
opposition and build things, to erect great
cathedmls, to throw bridges across wide
dvers, to drive tunnels below the earth for
underground raihvays, to rocket men to the

moon.
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Material rcsistance is the means
wherebyman's soul becomes able to conhol
itseli The resistance of the earth to the
child's feet enables the child to walk.
Gravity opposes the child's effort to stand
upright and in so doing presses the child's
feet to the ground.

Resistance offered by one man to
another in a wrestling match allows the
contestants to test their degree of strength
and skill.

Resistance offered by one man to
another in a verbal argument allows each
man to test his ability to express hrs
meaning and to exposes weaknesses in the
other's argument.

Resistance offered by one group to
another in the field of politics allows
members of the group to test the validity
and viability ofthefu political views.

Resistance makes possible the growth
of the human sense of responsibility and
obligation in every field of activity. And
resistance makes a man's soul more and
more aware ofitselfas a possible opponent
to or co-worker with, every other soul - and
with God.

Before the creation ofthe univeNe the
Spirit ofcod dwelt in Itself, beyond all that
mankind can comprehend. when God
created the universe He made possible the
embodiment of His Spirit in separate forms,
some ofwhich are human. The Spirit ofcod
breathed into the human form is lhe soul

The material body of man at death must
fall again back to the "dust of the ground"
fiom which it came. The soul ofman, as the
inbreathed Spirit of God, must at death
return to its source in God.

When the Spi t of Cod enters the
physical body of man it makes itselfinto a

soul or individual spirit and undergoes
experiences which chamcterise it in certaln
ways. The way the soul is characterised and
the puposes it embraces determine its value
to other souls and to God.

Foern try Eugene Flalliday

Into Thy hands I commend

my spirit, for

there are no others

that will uphold me

that will defend me

that will feed me

that will in love

chastise me

that I may become also

one of such hands.

4
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fn eutt sue o1 IHR we hapc to leoture a l,Mbol ol uniw\al signiJicdnce. Eusene Hdttidq' w.ts |ery

linstsrenr upon the \alueol:ttnbols They stinulate deep inwanl wisdom, and b kg it inb a.ce$ible

coksciousness. The srnbot. he sdid, contaircd fur norc inlbmation than the extende.l prcre bl nhich it cauld be

eqlained! h h,ld detths ||hich wa s ds suchcannot ddetruately canler' The notes ||hich arconpanr this slmbol

)rere wti en bN E H, but he dlso taught t hdt one s hould look at lhe svhboL a d let it sPeak to one Diahout trying

to interytrct it h)r ifiellectual neans

all action. the supreme "lAM"

Illedirtation Giuidlc

his symbol contains the
original significance of

the letter "l". This letter stands
for the first person singular, the
knowing object of all
knowledge, the acting subject of

mechanical beings. For only in the
consciousness ofthe "l will", "Eye-Will" is
mechanicality transcended. Only ifone can
actually think and feel the meaning of the

words "l will", and actuaiise this
meaning can one free oneself
from the laws goveming the
merely material process of the
world.

Conscious wil l  is the only
non-mechanical force in ihe
universe. Not to be conscious,
not to be able consciously to
will, is to be a mere machine. To
become conscious of oneself as
an "1", and "eye". a World-
Watcher, is the flrst prerequisite
of freedom, of self-
determination.

The vetical coiumn
represents ihat aspect of the "1"

which appears as unified will,
the anti-gavity force in our
being, the force which stretches
upwards against the downward
pull of the earth, against the
dead weight of matter as such. lt

is by this will to oppose the downward pull

of the earth. the inertia of dead weight of
matter. lh.r l  we m.j) conquet Ihe lendencies
of the physical body and the mechanical
Jssociatron processes occuning in the brain
Only by actually conquering these
rendencies can qe grrn lhe lreedorn which is
potentially ours.

The flames issuing from the column

The "l wil l, "Eye-wil l" or
Conscious Intelligent Power
which creates, sustains and
develops the Universe.

Because this Intell igent
Person is infinite. there is
nowhere where it is not.
Wherever lntelligent Porver
operates it is this same
Inteliigent Power. wherever
there is a sufficiently sensitive
organism this Intelligent Power
may manifest as an individuated
observer, a watcher arld dircctor
ofrvorld events.

To incrcase the sensitivity
of one's organism is to be able
to manifest more and more of the original
Intelligence-Porver, n'rore of Intelligence and
Wil l .  To decrease one's sensit ivity is to
decrease one's power to manifest Inlelligent
wi .

Every conscious being can feei in some
degree "l wil l". l f a being cannol in actual
practice think or feel "l wili", that being may
be placed in the calegory of non-consclous
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The flames issuing from the column
signify the fire ofaspiration, the desire for
freedom, from which is generated the light
of consciousness in the "I". without rnrs
aspimtion nothing worthwhile can be
attained in any field in any world.
Aspiration is the spearhead of evolving
splnt.

The Eye over the vertical colurnn
represents that aspect of the "I" which we
telm the Observer, the world Watcher.
Consciousness is itself a catalyst and has
power by its mere presence to change
things. This is signified by the radiating
lines proceeding from the Eye.

The Eye thus represents the Seer ofall
things, the World Watcher with which every
conscious being is essentially one. Only
when a man becomes aware of himself as
such a watcher. such an Eye. can he begin
consciously to direct his life towards its
proper goal.

As long as one is unaware that one is an
Eye, a World Watcher, so long will one be
identifled with some particular part of the
world, with some particular body, or some
particular idea-complex or emotional state.

Identification with any object (thing,
idea or emotion) places one under the laws
o^vFh iho  f h r r  ^h iF^ f

By continuously remembering the "1",

the "Eye", the World Watcher, which one
truly is; by seeing the real freedom of
consciousness from the objects presented to
it, freedom of consciousness and wili rs
gained. And with the gaining of this
fieedom fear depafis and one truly begins to
live. Hence the magic fomula, "Only when
one can tmly say, I AM, does one reaily
begin to live".

The world rs an object. something
observed. lt is not the Observer, not the

World Watcher, not the "Eye", the "1". The
Observer is not the observed. This is the
grcat formula confering freedom on all who
understand it.

our symbol must serve to rcmind us to
say, "l am the Eye, the World Watcher, the
Observer. I am not the world I watch, not
the obsewed idea or emotion. I am the Eye,
pure consciousness-power, untouched by the
world.

So saying we shall gain freedom from
the tlranny ofthings and ideas and emotion
which would otherwise enslave us.

']IWO USEtrUL M.ANTR..A.S

by Donald S. Lord

rfhere are many mantras which
I are found to be useful when

temponl life is proving difficult. The
Buddhist "Om mani padme hum" is one
example. Another is the very short "Jesus

Prayer" used by some Russian Orthodox
Christians.

Eugene Halliday had two sayings
which many of us have found extremely
useful in times of difficulty or pain. One
was "l must have needed the lesson", a
saying which makes self-pity impossible;
the other was "it's interesting". It is amazing
what those two sayings can allow us to
assimilate.

Compassion for the pain ofothers ls
still essential. The man who "fell among
thieves" may have "needed the lesson", but
the Good Samaritan tended his wounds, and
saw that he was taken care of.
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SO trASY

by Monicah Downey

J ts  re r l l y  i l l  so  s imp le .  God r .
Iperlicl ioD. l\ lan rs imperfect. How

can man become more evolved, mote
perfect, more Godlike? Easyl wejust draw
nearer to God. .Just as we are with all our
frailties, because we know that two beings
in close contact affect each other. God is
bigger than us so He can affect us without
losing anything in the contact. Is there an
effect on Cod by this conlJ(l l Ycs. He i.
p lea .ed  by  the . rpproach 3nd H i .  qua l i l i e .
begin to irnpart themselves in us, just simply
by drawing close. He can't help it. So ifyou
want to be more wise. kind, good, etc..Just
spend time with Him. lt really is that simple

Autumn 1997

THR ||ill tuhlish the paens ol EH and others.
Poetry is the conresscd cryeiekce o[ sohethins
a soneohe, and cannot he nrdwlled in a curson

Elance A poem hds to be tea.!. and spokei. at least
three tones (head, hedi ahd hellt) If the toeh
sou'ds conpLicated, thit is becduse so nuch is
cande$ed inta it. Persewre in allawing the poem to

Thc Elacled Grass

by Eugeme Fllallidlay

The biaded grass spears into the sky

Making war on God.

God does not shield Himself;

He is not there.

He is down in the sap

ln the grass that points

to the sky.

There is no sky; it has

Rolled itselfup into

The earth that grows

Through the grass,

The gmss that threatens

The god in the sky.
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Foern hy joan Crane

Hello.
How are you today?
I am very well, thank you,
How are you?
Please tell me how you are.
Would it not be lovely
to know that we love each other
and that we really are concemed
about how the other lS?

Leave it.

Undemeath are the everlasting arms
And we know how we are, don't we?

We know how we are.
You are a volcano.
You are a Satumine shape
revolving on a cold axis.
You keep up appearances,
You keep not appearing.
You are a rose. Hello, rose.
At least I know you, near at hand
in your sweet indifference,
But you nod and shake youl sweetness
when I say Hello.

Hello maggot.
Hello black hole.
Hello table. Sorry, leg,
for having ignored you.
Hello Universe.
There is more communication
With the thought ofyour
microscopic enormity
than in the ignorance ofparts.

Oh shuddering hell ofconcrete particular
that cannot create a sperm,

that a weed's green blade can break
asunder.

Oh lovely secret selfthat cannot be found
by marking 'here lies the spot'.
Oh Communion, who can I talk to
but you...
Or would I be afraid, now,
to release my passion
into your face?

SUCCESS

by Eugene Halliday

here is no ultimate dualism, for
two absolutely different
substances could not interelate.

Thus the ultimate is a continuous substance
of which all apparent differences are but
modalities. The ancients used a concept of
Aether as the ultimate of which the
'elements' (or basic differentiations) were
called earth, water, air and fire, the Aether
then being called the quintessence (fiffh
essence). the'Akasha' of Hindu thought.

Later the Ether, a supposed medium
filling all space, was viewed as needed to
explain the phenomenon of light-
propagation, but was later abandoned as
unnecessary, light itself being redefi ned
as photons (quanta of light) needing no
medium for their propagation.

The ultimate continuA (not continuum,
for the 'm' implies closure, and camot be
applied to the absolute) is infinite sentient
power, a two-aspected prerequisite for the
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explanation ofconsciousness and its actual
contents (S & P). Motion set up in any zone
of the continuA is conveyed to all other
zones ofthe continuA. Using the term ASP
for Absolute Sentient Power we may say
that the ASP is the ultimate cause ofits own
conlenls, cnd lh.t al l  conlenls are modali l ies
of it. Motion is basically a contraction-
expansion altemation or vibration. As such
a motion is oflhe nature ofsound (which is
alternate compression-decompression), we
may say that the basic motion of the
Ult imalc rs soUnd. Hence ' ln lhe beginning
was the Word". Chladni figures demonstrate
the relation between sound vibration and
formative force (Nama-rupa).

Each phenomenon may be viewed as a
m:nife.tatron of sound. Thal hurnon hernng
rnay be insensitive to all but a very small
range of sound vibrations does not
invalidate this.

As sound, every phenomenal structure
is subject to the law of hamonics and must
resonate with all other phenomena
according to its partials.

Panra l s  r . sub -d i r i . i ons  o f  I he  bas i c
sound of tlle ASP) relate as concordant or
discordant as their fiequencies or vibratory
mtes are easily mutually assimilable or not
- 'easi ly'  being a matter ofdegree.

Waves of sound may reinforce each
other, or cancel each other out.
Rein forcement is 3mll i frcrl  ron: cancellatron
is an approach to siience. Silence and
darkness are cancellation phenomena.
Sound and light are reinforcement
phenomena.

Relatively insulated vibmtion zones
function as "beings". A "being" is an
insulated motion complex.

Insulation is by rotation of motion,
which makes each zone an "insula" or

island. Insularity is individuality. Internal
subdivision is further individuation, as seen
in subdivision ofcel ls oforganisms derived
from a primary mono-ceil.

Each individual being is a zone of
motion ofthe ASP marked off from othcrs
by its peripheral zone ofrotation.

Corffunication belween indivrduals i"
by exchange ofmotion mutually reinforcing.
Communication is exchange of defence
capacities. Failure to communicate occurs
where motion sent out from one individual
does not reinforce motion of the recipient.
Reduction ofmotion is a movement towards
lessening of life-expression, or towards
maximum entropy (the Hind! pralaya).

"Death" is a division of a motiorr-
conlplex and has degrees. There is no
absolute death, for that would be absolute
non-motion. The "death" ofan individual is
the disintegration of a motion-compiex
previously relatively integrated.

An individual motion-complex is a
structure in and of the ASP. Each
coDsrIuenl motion ol lhe complex hrs i ls
own resonance relations with all others of
the ASP. Each frequency or vibratory rate
nTay be viewed as a function of a "level" or
' ' p i ane  o fbe rng .  Thus  i n  the  human  be ing
there are "levels" of being, the lowest of
which may be called the gross physical
level, correspondent with the mrneral level
of ratrer and exempLfied nrost obr iouslr ir
the solid bones. Next to this is the vegetable
(water, liquid) level; then the animal (frre,
desire) level; lhen the human (air. intel lect)
level; then the super-human (either or
volitional sound - vocare: invocarc) level,
in which is initiative; then the holistic or
monadic (spir i t-soul) level.

A11 levels are iinked by resonance, the
law of harmonics, which controls all
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intenelations ofall phonic structures ofthe
ASP.

The way to success in any field is found
by the study of the laws of sound
propagation and of hamonic resonance. All
existents arc related by these laws.

The ultimate form ofrelation is that of
Tmth. This is Torah (n'r]r). All harmonious
inrerrelations are ofTruth. All drsharmonies
are ofUntruth or falsities, i.e. fallings out of
True relation. Absolute Truth is absolute
inter-relation of all forms.

"Mood" is state of being, mode of
action of a motion-complex or individual,
tendency to respond to received stimuli m
certain ways. "Mood" ( ̂ rrd, Grcek maiesthai)
implies a predisposition towards experience,
a seeking for something conceived as
furtheing some purpose of being. Moods
are energy-states tending towards degrees of
elevation or depression according to
anticipation of success or failure in some
given project. Moods are creative or
destructive in some degree. Habitual or
enduring mood depends upon innate
tendencies and will to reinforce or oppose
these. (The three moods; Tamas, Rajas,
Sattva). Destructive, injurious or negative
moods are best combatted by deliberate
focussing on constructive, helpful, positive
moods. "Spend no strength denying evil;
steadfastly affim the good."

Creative, helpful moods are made
permanent by continuous willed effort to be
positive. We are to assert incessantly the
orientation towards success. All successful
men have thought of themselves as such,
and have deliberately held the mood of
success.

The success mood is one ofconscious
will, confidence in the Torah, that Truth
shall f inally prevail. with courage ro persisr

to the end, knowing that the dignity of
humanness consists in honouriflg self-
committal to the Law of Truth, the Law of
Resonant Harmonics.

Success depends on conceiving oneself
as modal expression of ASP. To conceive
oneself thus is to pariake of and resonate
with the purpose of the ASP, and thus to
receive absolute sentient power backing ln
all one does, so gaining transformation of
oneself and the world within n'l = HR
Hierarchic R.

Rules ofmood-control.

1. Associate only with beings of
positive mood-

2. Hold incessantly to creative
lntenhons.

3. Visualise the goal as already ln
principle attained.

4. View all destructiveness as
misguided and false.

5. Maintain inner silence (the No-
Mind) in order to allow Truth to rise up
from within.

6. See your selfas ofthe divine spirit,
a son ofGod.

7. Remember the ASP is the All-tn-
all, and your self as its agent in the world,
without which it cannot manifest its
ildividual powers of cteati'rity . La ilaha illa

Success in anything implies a
manifestation ofthe True Self, the ASP of
which the selfofman is a modality. Success
is the happy outcome ofa true effort of will
towards a worthy goal. There is no true
success but that which allows some
development or manifestation ofthe power
ofthe ASP through some individual.

10
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Success may be attained at any level of
being, physical, aesthetic, mentational,
logological, volitional or hexon-monadic.
The highest success involves all of these
simultaneously, and fulfils the purpose of
rhe ASP in acl. and all beings in rhe cosmic
structure are thereby benefited.

1o aim ar a merely pnvale advanlage is
to mis-understand the ASP, and to make
oneselfa scapegoat for universal education,
by which others receive the benefit of
enlightenment as to the effects of merely
private advantage purcuit.

The cosmic structure is held together by
the will ofthe ASP to establish a mutually
advantageous interrelationship between all
beings. Success is defined by one's purpose,
innate capacities, environmental
opportunities, relations to other beings, and
the assumption of the goal.

The living being must be conscious of
his intention, define the means to its
attairunent, note what aids and what opposes
his will, and deal with these, wherever
possible, indirectly, for the indircct raises
the least opposition.

' 'Spirit operates only tndireclly". lhat is.
in lhe l ine of leasr resistance. Spirit. l ike air
and water, iinds a way round all obstacles,
going over, under, or otherwise, as the
occasion requires. Spirit does not shout "l

will have my own wayrr. To adjust to the
environment is the best way of adjusting the
environment to one's selfand to the purpose
ofthe ASP.

To be alert to opportunities of
furthering the work, to use to the best of
one's ab'l irres what one ha. ofralents, this is
to work for the ASP and one's self. Every
honourable effort builds true character.

Merely mate al attainments secured at
rhe cosr ofpersonal integrity result f inclly in

failure. Loss of personal integrity is dis-
solulion. corrupLron. dealh. Success is
relative to individual innate capacities, to
available opportunities, to the environmental
improvement possibilities, to the personal
relationships with other living beings, to the
attitude held in the present to the past and
futue. Absolute success is possible only for
and in the ASP. Temporal success is
contingent upon temporal possibilities.

One is to use one's powers to the best of
one's capacities to rcform one' s self as a
vehicle of the ASP. One is to seize the
opportunities that are presented. One is to
fulfil one's duties to society wherever
possible. One is to adjust to the realities of
one's environment to improve it. "Reform"

is the change of one's mood, attitude or
action, to determine change of relation to
persons and things and environment.
Unfavourable conditions are the best test of
one's ability to reform. Conscious
recognition of the need for continual reform
is a condition ofsuccess. Each day one is to
set up in oneself the determination to
improve on yesterday- Every person has a
right and duty and responsibility to succeed
relatively to his innate capacitles,
oppotunities and envircnmental
possibilities of relationship. Each person has
a life-position into which he may best fit.
Persistent investigation of possibilities will
reveal this in the Now-Here situation. Work
according to ability develops further
abilities. Obstacles are to be overcome.

Watching for changes of circumstance
avoids missing of opportunitles.
Oppotunity is the opening of a new door,
the possibility ofentering a new world.

Environment is the opportunity-
provider and occasion for developmental
work. To make the best ofan environment ls
the soul's stimulus to developmental action.

11
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Every right is also an obligation to develop
further capacities.

Cosmic energy works for development
of its potentials. It is for the individual to
cooperate witb it. So far as he works wtth
courage and worthy intent, he will recerve
cosmic support- 'Rights' are capacities and
rnlenlions to attain goals within rhe cosmic
purpose. Cosmos strives to rcalise its
purpose through individuals. An individual
is a structure of purposes of cosmos.
Cosmos (= beautiful order), is the purpose
ofthe ASP.

Health is a ight and duty to work
wholly for Cosmos. The individual is a
microcosmos in and ofthe macrocosmos.

Culture is the subjection of appetite to
law, and is the glound of whole success.
Innate powers, environmental opportunities
and right life-relations confer the best estate,
and maintain it.

Cosmic intention includes right
individual intention. Cosmos fits the
individual for specific successes; the
indiridual works be"t if he beheves thrs.
There must be faith in Cosmic intention if
the individual is to draw upon Cosmrc
energy. Each person has a specific functlon
for Cosmos, and is to wo.k to disclose and
realise it. Tlis function is essential to
Cosmic Wholeness. Cosmos backs the
individual who works for Cosmos. The ASP
energises each and every sincere worker for
its purpose, from the simplest mono-cell to
the most compiex living form.

One is to work for physical health as
conducive to higher work. One is to will to
believe in Cosmic purpose, honour it with
work, physical, mental, psychical and
spiritual. By such work one orientates all
elements ofone's being in one direction, and
so becomes a magnet for success.

Such work developed Homer, Socntes,
Moses, Jesus, Paul, Buddha, Lao Tse, and
all great men. Shakespeare worked and
gathered the fruits of all men available to
him in his day.

An individual life dedicated to such
work must attain it, for Cosmos will aid it.
Magnetism in the individual is orientation to
the One purpose ofthe ASP, the attainment
of beautiful order by act of conscious,
reflexive will aimed at Cosmos as the will
of the ASP. The magnetic being draws
naturally to it the conditions of success.
Magnetism is the product ofunity of willed
o entation. To will the One thing ( ASP
purpose, Cosmos ), is to be pure in heart.
"Purity of heart is to will one thing". The
One thing unifies all levels of being,
physical, aesthetic, time-mentational, etemal
logological, individual volitional,
cosmo-monadic.

Magnetic qualities arc to be made
conscious so that one may cooperate with
them. Unconscious magnetism, the result of
unconscious work towards unity, may
present opporhrnities unrealised and missed
by the unconscious individual. Physical
magnetism may draw physical factors for
which one may not be ready. So with
psychical magnetism. Spiritual magnetism
also. The most eflbctive magnetism
combines all three in full awareness. I see a
truth; I love iti I will it; it happens.

The mob desire success. but do not
study its laws. Mood is determinant.
Success depends on it for it confers what
unity one has. The fulfilment ofthe law of
success demands all that one is. One must
conceive oneself as a monad destined for
success, an agent ofthe cosmic intention of
the ASP. To "conceive" is to capture
together the elements ofone's being that one
wills to define conceptually as worthy of
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Being. That is worthy of Being which rs
destined etemally to subsist

Within man is the pinciple of I AM,
the will of the ASP towards Cosmos,
Beautiful Being Order.l AM, Eheieh asher
Eheieh, is the principle that is basic to all
meaningful life. Only when one is the I AM
mode has life value. Whatever ddves one
towards I AM awareness is good; whatever
destroys it is bad.

Vitality of body is of the ASP in that
body's place. lr is magnelo-electric. Body is
ASP energy in a certain form. Body energy
works continually to build, break-down and
rebuild the form. Ifpositive it rebuilds each
time befter; ifnegative it breaks down more
than it rebuilds. Building structures and
stores energy. Breaking-down sets energy
ftee, which ifnot used for re-building, will
be lost. Activity releases stored energy and
prepares the way for rebuilding of used
parts. if there is positive inlerest in
rebuilding. Otherwise it merely loses energy
to the environnent.

Body is built by Cosmic energy, the
ASP active in creating individual vehicles of
irs wil l. The I A\y' characlerises rhe body in
accord with purpose consciously held. We
live in the ASP field and draw on it
according to purposes, conscious or
unconscious. Mind seeks to utilise thcsE
field-energies in accord with its defined
goals. If its purposes are consistent with
cosmic purpose, it receives cosmic backing.
If not, it is at war with its own ground of
being, and so contradicts itselfand fails

Body is process, a passing through of
cosmic energies in a given locus. The
energies gain their highest expression
through embodiment and the I AM aware-
ness. Body without I AM awarcness is a
machine; with I AM awareness, it is a centre
cfcreative initiative, a probe ofthe ASP.

In the healthy body, energy stores itself
by differentiating cells and creating thereby
higher form-functions. ln life it builds more
than it destroys or wastes. Activity, if
excessive, tears down more than it rebuilds.
The right amount of activity provokes
effective and more efficient rebuilding and
creates demands for further improvements,
and supplies interest-energy in increased
amounts. Not only physical activity ls
required, but also activity of feeling and
emotion and mentation and intellect; etc. All
is process, magneto-electro-chemical,
aesthetic mentational, logical, volitional,
within the sphere of the I AM. Body is a
motion-complex in continuous change,
moving towards either ectropy or entropy.
In the body, forces attain their highest
realisation and, ifnot continually reposited
there, collapse into dispersal motions. The
process ectropy/entropy is continuous.
which triumphs depends upon the degree of
awareness of the I AM. Body is instantly
extant, vanishes and reappears. Physical
health is the maintenance ofequilibrium by
cosmic forces, which flow thrcugh the
body-complex. Ill-health results fiom
impedance of this flovr', the impedances
being physical, psychical, mentational or
volitional, etc.

Symptoms of tiredness, distress,
discomfort or pain indicate need for
remedial action to restore equilibrium.
Unimpeded energy in the body is the
condition of health. Impedance resulting
from body conditions or mood-states act
back onto the incoming cosmic forces. In
health all energies cooperate with each other
and with cosmos.

Two or more bodies ofsimilar vibration
cooperate to the benefit of all.
Unhamonious vibrations result in
conflicting vibrations vr'hich impede each
other's free action.
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Body character is builded by mood and
mind. The state ofthe inner selfdetermirEs
all .  The high purpose in the selfcl€vates al l
body-processes to their most efficient level.

Harmony ofaction offorces is the key
to l i fe. Body is an instrument ofthe I AM.
Mind mediates between body and the I AM
se l l i  l fm ind  cc .ep ts  the  IAM ru les  l he re  i s
harmony. If mind is detemined by outer
contingencies there is disharmony. If mind
gives the I AM commands to body, body rs
brought into harmony after a period of'
readjustment. The I AM confers unity on all
levels when obeyed, gives to all energies the
unifying purpose.

The healthy body is a perfect
expression of the ASP intention to create
cosmos within the individual as instrument.
The I AM of micro and macro-cosmos ts
non-different ir1 purpose. In the I AM both
the cosmoses interact harmoniously to the
benefit ofboth.

Sleep al lows re-building of the
organism. Rest pedods between work-times
removes toxic by-products ofactivity. Food
thoroughly masticated and digested
cheerful ly replaces lost energies; i t  is to be
eaten in peace and thankfulness. Excessrve
brain-activity robs digestive processes of
energy. Excessive fbod intake robs the
brain. Blood florv is to be equaiised
throughout the organisn. Pure air is the
condition for beneficial breathing and
function, and is to be inbreathed through the
nose. Slow, deep breathing lengthens life.
calms the nind and wanns the heart. Cold
air on the spine impedes energy flow. Water
is best drulk at blood temperature. Body
posture, if correci, has a lengthened spine,
does not slump, does not cross legs. lnternal
cleanness allows efficiert body repair. A hot
bath hrrms lhc ccl l ! .  \{ arm \\ ater l :
sufficient for cleansing. Cool shorve$

stimulate circulation. Hand friction ln
drying aids energy distribution.

Moming should begin with deep-
breathing and full muscle-tensing followed
by relaxation in a body-temperature bath.
Foot and hip baths are helpful.

Sunlight supplies energy. Moonlight
calms. To appreciate night, sleep where the
day-sun has done its work on the earth.

Recreation is re-creation, the maker of
health. Play with interest i.e. all parts ofthe
organism used. The I AM is to be involved
in play as in work. The I AM tones the
orgarism. The I AM mind builds a more
efficient body. Do not think of other than
the action performed. Blood flow follows
lnnervatlon.

Wisdom accepts the advice of the
greater wisdom. But will, courage and
forward grasp of health are better than
orthodox medicines.

Sex-power retained refines the
organism: wasted it destroys it. Viewed as
merely physical, i t  reduces man to animal
level. Spiritualised as an expression ofASP
polarisation it elevates the self to I AM
1eve1.

Unwilled body-motions waste energy.
The unchecked emorions dissipate i t .
Purposeless thought scatters the mind.
Negative emotions create toxins in the
organism. Positive emotions raise functional
levels. Memory of posit ive moments
recreates posit ivity. Posit ive images ofthe
future create it positively. Distinguish
between lower ego reactivity and the I AM
wi l l .

The healthy self vibrates in hamony
with the ASP purpose and reinforces it. and
is cooperative with it. bei[g both its servant
and its representative and agent. Because the
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healthy self vibrates in harmony with the
ASP purpose, it is magnetic; and so attracts
what is conducive to its further
development.

The animal with no I AM awareness
may be "healthy" at its own low level (as an
emasculated ox), but it lacks magnetism. A
vr'ell-bred horse has I AM awareness ln
some degree, and so is magnetic. A
well-bred, well developed man is more so.

The magnetic, compelling power of
health is the result of obedience to ASP
purpose. Faith creates coumge and energises
mind and body. The will is magnetic when
it assumes that victory is coming. To try
without faith in results is will un-energised.
To tD Io force results by sheer objective
attack is brutishness. To take a firm stand
and refuse to move is minerality. To assume
results are coming by magnetic 1aw is the
way of the I AM.

Read indifferently and gain no benefit.
Read with interest and intent to appropriate,
and gain good fruits, and so become
magnetic. The I AM attracts what its
interests call for. It is alert, anticipating,
energetic, and permanently so.

Obedience to cosmic law allows
universal life-force to flow through one's
organism. Energy is the inner affirmation of
work. Individual intent and character
determine the degree of magnetic power
which will manifest through the organism.

The healthy body is the perfect
expression ofcosmic forces there localised.
It is the result of obedience to Law, Torah
(repetition ofpositive creative action). The
physical is determined by the psychical, and
this by the mental, intellectual. volitional
and episcopal awareness. Energy is the
work-affirmer within. Anticipation of results
in accord with the lavr' of magnetic will

creates that which is anticipated. The future
is made in the present. Posit in the present
instant only that which is worthy offuture
and permanent existence, and instant by
instant reaffirm it. Wlat is not re-affimed
instant by instant will either vanish or
become an inert pattem and an impedance to
futher attaiffnents.

True will-power is not objective force
at gross material level. Gross objective force
can command iDner agrcement. True
will-power does not demand submission of
anothe/s will, but gains its cooperation.
True will captures other will by showing it
its advantage to be caught. True will 1s
magnetic and makes allies. It controls events
and circumstances by harmonising them and
improving envircnment. It achieves its goals
by conferring fieedom and insight. Extemal
force destroys more than it can build-

True will proceeds from the innermost
soul to pass through all levels ofbeing down
to the outemost physical. True will is the
soul in action and vibrates the whole
organism as its vehicle. It is an instant
repositing of the goal to be attained in the
brain and body. It is non-self-contradictory.
It wil ls one rhrng at a time and so maintains
its unity. It is powerful, vibratory,
continuous, unific, persuasive, persistent,
hamonious, magnetic. It makes intelligent
use of conditions. It is the I AM rn
opemtion.

(To be co tinued in the next issue
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lle are happy to print your leuen on any
subject corcened with Euge^e Ha iday and his
wo* In the interests ofspace, we nay have to edt
then. If it is necestary, pteare fugive 6. Ed.

I have a total of 40 transcriptions of
text taken from tapes. They arc, for the most
part, a verbatim record of Eugene's talks.
Where possible I have included drawings
and diagrams which were used to illustrate
the talks. Unfortunately I have no record of
such illusfations from the early Liverpool
talks. These would cefiainly add to the value
of the texts, and I would be interested to
hear from anyone who has copies of such
diagrams.

If any readers are interested I can
supply them with a list oftmnscriptions.

What is going on? I have read
Reflexive Self-Consciousness 3 times,
Conquest of Anxiety 4 times, Thrcugh the
Bible I twice, and am halfway through
Through the Bible lI.

Ask me about the nub of any of
those books and I would be struggling,
without careful thought, to std, to give an
answer. Yet I know the concepts are in
there, have sunk in and enriched my life, but
can I come up with anything off the top of

my head? No, not unless I arn currently
'into' the books, identifying with them as I
read them, so coming under their influence.
Why is that influence so temporary?

Yet if I do get going on a
challenging question that demands deep
thought, out pop the relevant 'truths' alld
my 'ball' is rolling. But why cannot I
remember 'truths' bang bang bangjust like
that? Is my memory of deep truths a
function of extemal stimuli only, or long
contemplation, when they eventually start to
flow?

I could not be more enthusiastic
about the subject matter of the books I have
so far read.......so what is going on, why am
I such a dullard?

(Perhaps you have the answer, Neil, \ehen you
say that if )ou are challenged, the ideas arc
ayailable. EH always rccohnetued us not b try to
memorise, but to tust the inte\igence of the Here-
ow moment to bring the correct answer into

consciousness \4,hen a real need arises. In your inner
centrc pu alreadJ know all therc is to know .
Believing and operating that is the prcblen! Editor)
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Us ah essential prerequisite to
meaningful discussion, " said EH, first
define your terms. " Ir1 this column, we will
include deJinitions helpful to study

tl.A.R.P.5.6* p"c" t h*ans)

Tn the order of appearance in
I(history) and therefore

evolutionary necessity.

Hierarchy (of powers)
Art
Religion
Philosophy
Science

Without a hierarchy of powe$, no art
would have been possible, for Art requires
the imposition of order inro a number of
diverse elements.

without rhe creations of Art. Religion
would not have arisen, for Religion is man's
relation to the Creative Power which
manifests through ArL

Without Religion, Philosophy would
not have appeared, for Philosophy is only
the rationalisation of the revealed content of
Religion.

Without Philosophy the mind of man
would have lacked the discipline which
alone makes Science possible.

H is the power which by its inherency
crcates the forms which constitute the
elements and relations ofAft.

A is the Activity which itself is Art.

R is the Ruling Vibrational function

ttme
of

which at once seve6 and binds together the
creations ofAd. Art is itselfthe creator of
the kinds of men, for each man is
characterised by the activity of his being.

P is the correct placing or categorising
of all things whatever, from which aris€s
clarity ofthought

S is th€ separative activity which con-
stitutes the procedures ofanaMcal sci€nce.

These five are modalities of the
Absolute R€ality which never manifests
itself other thao in these modalities.

'f,ormal 
definitions are circular and no

I escape is possible by further
definition.

f,xistence is rotatory. what rs before
Lexistence is Being. Being is the

non-rotatory substance ofwhich the rotatory
modality is existence.

ISHVAL

ISHVAL is, of course, the shoftened
name of the Institute for the Study of
Hierological Values, the organisation which
was founded in 1963 for the purpose of
propagating the ideas inherent in the work
of Eug€ne Halliday. He was its founder and
Chairman until his death in I 987.

ln his private notebook, EH described
what he called "The Bible of ISIryAL".
(ISH VAL h€ glossed as MAN VALUE, and
LAV ISH mercy.

t 7
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"All things are modalities of a
continuum ofsentient power. All selyes are
sentieht power committed to act as
obseryation poihts. As sehtient power all
selves are non-different. As idehfirted r)ith
unique individuated obseruation poihts, all
selves dffir.

Honour all different viewpoints.

Love all selves as modalities of the
Infnite Sentient Power. "

That concise statement is an intense
compression of Eugene's work, and his
int€nt for the organisation he named and
brought into being. This is how he defined
Hierological values.

'Those values contained in the saled
writings of v,orld religions. These values
derive from the ltimate source of all
values, of which humoh yalues constitute
one expr ession- comp lex.

From the identity of the ultimate source
of all values comes the concept of the
ultimate non-duality of human purposes and
Jiom this the necessity of honoufing those
purposes insofar as they do not refute
themselves. "

When the Founder departed, his work
continued at Parklands, morc or less as he
had set it out, for another seven years.
During this time the project of publishing
The Collected Works of Eugene Halliday
was begun.

When the decision was taken to leave
Parklands, a meditation took place in which
lhe essential spirit of EH was invoked to
give a message about the future ofISHVAL.
In this first issue of The Halliday Review, it
seems approp ate to recall that meditation,
which sets out the raison d'etre of the
organisation which he founded so many
years ago. Here it is.

TIIE FUTURE OF ISFIVAL
INTHENOW

There is no question about the
continuance ofISHVAL. It is not mercly a
finite organisation based mercly in a
particula! place. In its tlue sense ISIryAL is
the etemally-supported function of the
examination of and by Man (ISH) of his
possibilities ofbeing. [t is always at rrork,
LAV-ISHIy maintained by Absolute Power
wherever there is an intelligence willing to
^^. - r .  rL-  G,-^1 i^-

What is required is an unswerving
devotion to the ideals laid down in the
works of EH. This is in itself a success
guarantee. Any activity which is in accord
with the developmertal will of the A.S.P.
field is empowered. Any activity which is
contrary to that Love is not empowered and
must finally fail.

While the etemal verity of the ISHVAL
concept is not to be questioned, we have to
recognise the physical changes ollunar time
in the world's affairs. ISHVAL at Parklands
has changed continuously over the years,
ard will continue to do so. The attempt to
preserve a status quo is anti-God. What has
to be affirmed constantly is the changeless
nature ofthe INTENT TO ISHVAL.

If one becomes attached to the finite
appurtenances of ISHVAL, such as its
audiences and their numbers, the house
called Parklands, the grounds, the upkeep,
and so on, such peripheral identification rs
ego-stimulated. We arc not to image
ourselves either to success or failure, but be
contenl only to be servants of the living
God.

ISIryAL is composed in any one place
or time ofthat being or those beings whose
will is to serve it. Where these instruments
are not, ISIryAL is not. How many times

1 8
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have we to remind ouNelves of this fact?
"Where two or three are gathered together"
is enough, so long as it is in HIS (ISH)
name. In such a case, you are ISHI/AL.

The chief danger is inertia, the falling
into routines, and the subsequent reliance on
thes€ to prop oneself up. Lifc is a joyous
adventure, not a pleasure pursuit. lt is to be
lived in the wholly involved NOW moment,
which includes both past ard fuhue, but
does not become identified with either.

Am I in this now-herc-moment
performing to the best of my ability that
fimction which will enhance ISIIVAL? That
is to be the touchston€. The great ISH or
IHS or SHIloh firnction says to us, "Lo! I am
with you alwaysl" We have to be sule that
we can truthfully say the same to ISH, that
JESHU god-man whose service is love, "Lo!

I am with you always!"

Today, three and a halfyears after that
rfieditatioh i4)as penned, the situation is ot
changed. ISHyAL is very much alive, and
very much contihui g to propagate the
ideals to which our Founder subsctibed.
Perhaps the most comptehensive of those
ideals is Eugexe Halliday's definition of
love. 'l,ove is the willingness to develop the
potential of being. " So long as in out
various classes and tall6 and activities lve
coktinue to serue that greot Law of Love,
then it matters ot in what place, in what
terms and in v,hose ame oveft ot covert,
we conti ue the tvork

Finally we are working for ourself. But
the name of out self is ISHVAL. We must
leam to love the hame, and theh we can
lealh to love the function ofit and the being
towards whom it is directed. DM.

Stupid Man and the Ahsolute

When one sees a stupid man one should
say, "There is the Absolute disguised as a
stupid man." When one sees a genius one
should say, "Therc go€s the Absolute
disguised as a genius.' So lvith all other
beings. The Absolute assumes all these
foms to €ducate the human soul, which is
its 'beloved son".

DANGER OF TOO RAPID
DEVELOPMENT

I am includw this short piece not only
because of the i trihsic value of the
warhing, but also becouse it refers to the
Grcat Swbol which appeors so many titues
in EH's work From this symbol ofthe cross
in the cilcle can be extrapolated the ,,ehole
meaning ofpolarised existence. DM

Tfa man's feeling awareness oflhjngs
I grows faster lhan his capacity to

integrate his experiences into his goveming
concept link€d to his reference name, then,
in effect, he explodes, i.e. his energies fly
out beyond his reference centre.

For safe development there must first
be establish€d a stable rcference centre to
which one's name has been fasten€d, ard
this stable reference centre must be such that
to it can be assimilated all the significances
of one's experience. Thus the stable
reference cenhe must bo ofform basic to all
phenomena, or must be able to reduce all
things to one thing.

A good sl,rnbol of such a stable
reference cenfe is lhe image of the cross in

l 9
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the circle O. Here the circle rcpresents a
circumscribed zone within the infinite field
of Sentient Power, The horizontal line
represents the passive or substantial aspect
of being, the material of experience. The
vertical line represents the active or power
aspect of reality, the spidt-initiative.

To remember th€se: the situatiol m
which one finds oneself; the passive
elements of the situation; the active,
initiating consciousness in the situation; this
is to hold in one's hands the fundamentals
of conlrol.

DEVELOPMENTAL IfEMPO

TEM/PO is Time,?ower. At each
moment of time a certain amount ofpower-
quanhm is available and by it certain things
may be done, in a certain manner, at a
certam Iate.

TFIXNK. F'EEN-. WIN-L

Think clearly in order to discover the
Truth of the situation. Feel the truth
discovered and /i,te i, Will strongly to impel
your organism to act upon the Truth.

It is no use being able to think clearly
and so to discover the Truth, ifhaving found
the Truth, you do not /ife t. If you do not

20

like it, it is not v€ry likely that you will try
to acl upon it.

Thinking is forming. Will is energising.
Feeling is the evaluation of the relation
between form and energy, idea and will.

SOMETHING TO SLEEP ON

by Eugene Halliday

tTrhe end of anotherday. Time for bed
I and sleep. Sleep is best when we

feel that we've had a good day, that all ts
well with us. But maybe we haven't had a
good day; maybe we feel that all is not well
with us. Maybe we feel that the world being
what it is, a// cannot be well with anybody.
How can all be well with us ifall is not well
with the world in which we live? Without an
iruler sense of security how can we sleep?
And how can w€ have a sense of inner
security if the world we live in is not
secule?

'Wars, 
rumourc of wars, ever more

powerful weapons of destruction, nuclear
bombs able to disintegrate the fabric ofour
civilisation. Starvation and disease and
death. How can we feel secue, and sleep,
with these speches haunting our dreams?

This is the problem for which all geat
philosophies and religions have sought a
solution. Just this is the meaning of all
man's thought. What is the solution offer€d
to us by the great religions and
philosophies? All great systems ofthought,
all deep inruitions of truth agree in this:
even if the world is not all r ighl. yet it is
possible for us to be right; even ifall is not
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woll with the world, yet it is possible for all
to be well with us.

How can we live in a world of
insecurity and yet know that we are secure?
The answer given by all the great teachers is
that we live in more worlds than one. The
material world we see with our physical
eyes is one world; but there is another world
our physical eyes cannot see, a world the
prophets and philosopheru have called th€
spiritual world, a world of values of a
different order to material ones, a world m
which nuclear weapons and radiation
diseases and death have no place.

Many of us in this enlightened 20'h
Century tend to fight shy of the word
"spirit". "Spiritual values", if they ever
belonged anywhere, seem to many ofus to
belong to another age. And so a word goes
into disrepute.

But to undeNtand ourselves and the
worlds we live in, we must understand what
'spirit' is. Throwing away the word won't
eliminate the fact it stands for.

what did the philosophers and prophets
of the ancient world mean by the word
'spirit', or its equivalent in other languages?
Simply, they meant 'life-force' or 'life-

principle'. The Greek word 'pneuma' used
in the New Testament for spirit, meant
breath or life principle. It appearcd to the
ancients that the air we brcathe was
intimately connected with the life-force they
fell rufiing through the universe of moving
things.

Properly rmderstood, the word 'spirit' is
a good word. We talk of a spirited horse,
meaning a horse charged with life-force; or
a spiriled woman. meanirg a woman who is
not easily quelled; or a spiritual man,
meadng a man who is life-positive,
courageous, vital, alert to new possibilities,

responsive to new challenges. 'Spirit' still
means to us today what it meant to our
ah.Fcf^r( I^no ao^

About 500 y€ars B.C. Heraclitus, the
Gre€k philosopher, had seen the universe as
an everliving fiery energy moving
incessaltly according to its own laws or
rcason or Logos. He saw this energy
creating and dissolving world upon world.
He anticipated what today we call the
uniformity of natural law-

Other thinkers made their contribution
to human thought. For the next few hundred
y€ars religious and philosophical
discussions occupied the minds of all
intelligent educated men. By the time the
young Jewish teacher. Jesus. appeared in
Palestine, ideas of the nature of the world
were fteely discussed in every crossing
point of the trade rcutes of the world.

The idea, which today we kllow to be
true, that the material world is only a
constuct of energy, a play of forces, was
kno{n to Jesus, as to every other intelligent
young man ofhis day.

But Jesus went further than most
thinkers of his day. He had a more
persistent, thorcugh-going mind than his
contemporaies. He argued lhat. if matter is
only a play of forces, and therefore has no
existenc€ of its own, we should place the
stress ofvalue in the causative energy rather
than on its material effects.

Matter is or y an effect of force. The
universe ofthings is the expression ofa self-
moving force, which the ancients called
'spidt'. It is foolish to wo$hip an effect
rather than its cause. worship ol effects
rather than cause is idolatry.

Michelangelo carved a wonderful figure
of David. Which is the morc intelligent, to
place the stress of value on the flgure, or

2 \
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upon th€ creative inlelligence which
produced it? This is not such a silly queslion
as it might appear. There have been men
who would have murdered the artist in order
to gain possession of his works. There are
still misguided men who would do this. On
this basis we might divide men into two
categodes: one kind of man values the
crcative will and intelligence that produces
the great work; the other kind seeks to
possess the work and values it more than its
creator. The first kind we might call
worshippers ofspirit, the qeative life-force,
or God; the second kind, worshippers of
matter or Mammon. We must place th€
supr€m€ value-shess on one or the other -
there is no middle course. It is good for us to
know on which to place it.

One thing is certain: the eflect depends
on the cause, not the cause on the effect.
Effects perish, their cause remains. The
world of material effects has a begiming
and therefore an end. Therefore the material
world has no ultimate security. The world of
cause, of force, of€nergy, spirit is etemal,
endless and therefore absolutely secure.

To realise this is to stand at the point of
decision. Between effect and cause, matter
and spirit, we must choose. Something to
sleep on. Goodnight.

rtMEN

A the Absolute Fire - Fire triad

M the Cosmic Substance - Earth triad

E the Field of Sentience - Water triad

N the Motion of Form - Air triad
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